Governance, Maturity and Assurance Assessment
Projcon Advisory Services are accredited P3M3 assessors through Axelos; we conduct a range of
assessments for our clients to identify strengths, areas for development, and provision of supporting evidence for bid generation. We can support businesses through:
Assessment of Project, Programme and Portfolio Maturity (P3M) Review
Enacting a framework for (P3M) Governance
Instituting Governance and Assurance program at Project and Organizational Levels

Case Study Overview – Maturity Assessment
Context: supporting a partner to identify

Typical assessment outcome comparison

their organisational strengths and weaknesses
in programme management by conducting an
initial maturity assessment of their P3M3 capabilities. An independent assessment was
required to provide evidence in support of a
major bid that was being constructed for a
Highways England partnering competition.
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Speciﬁc tasks: to audit several programmes
and review the working processes to determine
maturity in programme ways of working.
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Our contribution:

Projcon Group are an
accredited Axelos P3M3 maturity assessor;
three programmes were reviewed to determine
an initial assessment of programme management maturity resulting in a report enabling our
work partner to respond to a major tender
question.
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Outcome: The three programmes reviewed
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were all alliance structured programmes that
o�ered several challenges to the P3M assessment as an organisational analysis was required.
The challenges were overcome and a report
providing evidence of the organisations
programme ways of working, strengths and
areas for development were identiﬁed. The
results of the assessment were used to indicate
organisational maturity enabling our work partner to respond to a speciﬁc tender question and
have independently generated evidence
supporting the bid and later review of tender
evidence. The maturity assessment was able to
highlight work partner strengths that would
beneﬁt the potential client and were supportive
of their long-term goals.
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